### Next Cast Flyfishers - Equipment List

#### Rods

- 8/4 piece 5/6 wt Redington Youth Rods (2010)
- 16/4 piece 5/6 wt Redington Rods (2016)
  - Redington Surge Reels purchased fall 2013 + 2016 (total 12)
  - 12 extra spools for Surge Reels, with intermediate lines on them (2016)
- Cortland 6 wt floating lines replaced fall 2013
- 12 Cortland Intermediate Sinking lines (2016)
- 4/2 piece 5/6wt Redington rods
- 8/2 piece 6wt rods (adult size)

#### Miscellaneous Fishing Equipment

- Velcro casting stuffed fish
- Hoops
- Billed baseball caps
- Polarized sunglasses
- Fly boxes with variety of flies
- 2 rod racks (freestanding saw-horse style)
- 5 landing nets
- Spool Fluorocarbon
- Misc indicators

#### Waders/boots (variety—20 med/large, 10 small/xtra small, 4 xl, and a couple of size 14 boots)

- #small
- #med
- #large
- #xl

#### Lanyards (12)

- Nippers, mitten clamps, floatant holder (several bottles of frog’s fanny), tippet holders and 4x/5x tippet

#### Kick nets, etc

- 2 kick nets (also 2 passable, handmade nets)
- 4 hand lenses
- 5 gallon buckets
- Small portable aerator
- Misc, basters, trays & tubs, vials, Purell, storage bin

#### Knot tying

- Miscellaneous cord, eye bolts, hooks, nippers, mono

#### Fly tying

- 15 vises, with tools
- 12 tying lamps
- 3 power strips
- Miscellaneous materials, chenille, hackles, hooks, etc.